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when he first landed on earth he found the air to be unbreathable and made the comparison with his home world
where he is accustomed to breathing the thin air. he seems to enjoy using an oxygen mask but he's convinced that he

is better than that. (nathan) he is kind of a narcissist, boasting about his superiority and how he can beat anyone
single-handedly. he has no problem bragging about his superiority and strength, but when facing those who

challenges his plans, he shows he does have some heart and he's more than ready to resort to dirty tricks and tactics.
( genevièvepajeot) he doesn't seem to mind pissing people off or making them feel helpless. plus, there's a very

sadistic streak to eggman when he attacks someone. he feels that his superiority is the only reason for living in the
universe. it's very sad, you know? ( genevièvepajeot) eggman forced the four heroes to put amy in danger with metal

sonic's ability to be able to fly. while sonic and grounder were distracted by amy, robotnik allowed his monsters to
attack them and succeeded in capturing them. when the heroes were captured and stuck in robotnik's robot cage,

robotnik told metal sonic to go to planet earth with him. this forces sonic to go with him, as well as metal sonic. unlike
the original game, sonic wouldn't have to face evil robots and monsters for the rest of the game, as robotnik would be
there for all the hero, while metal sonic would take care of most of the fighting. the name "america" comes from the

line, "now i'm taking her for a trip.." taken from the classic (pre-super genesis wave) song "america (the beautiful)" by
(and composed by) the american composer samuel a. ward, best known for his 20-part choral composition "the battle

hymn of the republic."
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eggman dispatched the wily egg's massive army of roboticized masters to crush several unimportant places such as
the old wily tower and soundstage 3. sonic then arrived with mega man in sonic mania on the super sega portable to

discover that the eggmobile was no longer there. frustrated with sonic, they decided to let loose the most deadly
roboticized master yet: eggman's nuclear powered birdo robot. however, sonic and mega man managed to use sonic's

abilities to defeat the robot with their transformation gauntlets. in a moment of desperation, eggman dismissed his
roboticized masters and unleashed the omega bomb, thinking that it would fix everything. this caused many of the
multiverse's remaining energy to rush out to space, and the omega bomb's effects were eventually stopped by the
behavior of the wily egg's core. eggman then declared to sonic that he would use the still-charged omega bomb to

destroy them all. sonic then destroyed the omega bomb by throwing it at the source of all its energy, the chaos
emeralds, while mega man drained its power using the master emerald. the double-sided meteor shower then crushed
eggman's entire multiverse on top of him, leaving him in a hopeless state. ( su : #70 ) as the wily-egg's omega bomb

detonated, sonic and mega man scanned the remnants of the multiverse that had remained. there was no trace of
efrika's multiverse, as the accident had somehow altered its structure. further, the large portion of the multiverse

contained by the omega bomb's explosion had been completely wiped from existence and remapped, causing sonic
and mega man to fear what else they would find. they then landed at the ancient wily tower to investigate, only to
learn that, for all its age, the place had not changed. when eggman caught up with them, he had found that efrika's
multiverse was missing. eventually, they discovered the source of eggman's fear: a monstrous multiverse known as

the dominator, which was an immense world so vast that it had no edges. he was now afraid that sonic and mega man
would try to enter the dominator and find themselves inside the multiverse, along with efrika's world---but sonic and
mega man weren't going to be caught so easily, and soon they were zipping through the dominator on their way to
the chaos emeralds, while eggman prepared to destroy the dominator to kill the very thing he was trying to protect.
alas, sonic and mega man were unable to find the chaos emeralds---but they could at least collect the emeralds on

their way back to the wily-egg. ( su : #71, mm : #25 ) 5ec8ef588b
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